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1. Introduction

From the 1980s, people have had personal computers at their homes for

word processing, games, and such activities. Since the World Wide Web

became popular in the middle of the 1990s, the home users started to

have Internet connections to their home. The same kind of developments

happened in the workplace. At the same time, various services started

to move to the Internet. This marked the first time when the majority

of computer users had no training for it, and the majority of computers

were not professionally administered. Soon, mobile networks and devices

with Internet connections started to develop and found their way into peo-

ple’s pockets and handbags. Phones and computers became commonplace

tools for all jobs and not just for specialists. Mobile devices have devel-

oped further, and their price has fallen. Nowadays they are capable of

running a wide selection of software developed by third parties and have

more computing power than early supercomputers. Software architec-

tures have changed so that most new digital services are online, in the

cloud. All this means a change in the population that uses digital services

from specialized professionals to ordinary consumers and workers who

are not familiar with the “inner life” of computers, networks, or online

services. Modern service providers do not have any means to educate all

of their users. Thus, the services must be such that any ordinary user can

use them as is, or only with a short user manual, which the user typically

does not read.

As the web-based online services proliferated, each online service provi-

der implemented its own system for registering and authenticating users.

Most used simple password authentication, and the creation of an ac-

count did not require any verification of the user’s real identity. When

banks started to offer online banking, more secure means for authenti-

cating users become necessary for the wider audience than, for example,
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corporate staff to get remote access. Moreover, users soon began to suffer

from the difficulty of remembering the many passwords [37]. This led to

insecure practices, such as reusing the same passwords for multiple ser-

vices. As a result, many different technologies have been developed in

order to improve the security and usability of user authentication and for

the management of digital identities. In particular, various single sign-on

systems have been deployed both for internal use in organizations and for

the open web. In this thesis, the author will explain what kind of solu-

tions exist for managing digital identities and present solutions for some

of the remaining problems.

1.1 Motivation

Maler [74] said “identity is a key component for ensuring security, ac-

cess control, personalization, and even regulatory compliance”. There is

a wide range of solutions for user authentication and for managing dig-

ital identities. Companies and coalitions have proposed many solutions

with slightly different aims and scope. Nevertheless, the widely deployed

authentication methods for online services have remained unchanged un-

til very recently, and many services still rely on password authentica-

tion against a user database maintained by the service itself. In the re-

cent years, single sign-on (SSO) systems have finally been deployed more

widely. They can reduce the number of passwords and enable the deploy-

ment of alternative authentication methods, such as two-factor authenti-

cation. However, all the solutions have shortcomings, either for business

or technical reasons.

New ideas and improved identity management services are still being

proposed. One reason is the endless race between hackers and security

solution developers. Another reason is the changing computing environ-

ment with new kinds of services and devices. Moreover, there still remains

a lot of work to be done in improving the usability and security of digital

identity systems. Ideally, user identification online would be as easy and

natural as it is in everyday situations when people meet each other.

The motivation for this thesis research is to understand the whole life-

cycle of digital identities and how digital identities are used in online ser-

vices. The lifecycle of digital identities is illustrated in Figure 1.1. Under-

standing both the technical and non-technical parts of the system helps to

identify gaps and opportunities for improvement. This enables us to de-
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Figure 1.1. Lifecycle of a digital identity

velop technical solutions that make the world of digital identity better for

ordinary users. As Matt Bishop has said, understanding the entire pro-

cess, not just the computer system, helps to concentrate on the essential

since not all solutions are technical [18].

1.2 Scope of this Thesis

As mentioned above, understanding the whole lifecycle of digital identity

is important: how it is established, managed, used in services, and how it

can be deleted. Figure 1.2 gives an overview of the scope of the thesis and

describes its research contributions. The top part of the figure illustrates

the real world identity that begins from the birth of a child and ends with

her decease –the time advances from left to right in the figure. The iden-

tity is the same during the whole life of a person, even if she changes her

name or gender, but her identifiers can change and she may have several

identifiers as will be described in Section 2.2. When the person wants to

use a service that is limited to certain people, her identity or her right to

use the service will be verified. There is no logout procedure in the end

of a real world service session. Publication VI discusses how to establish

a digital identity based on a real world identity. Most of the figure il-

lustrates identity in the digital world and online services. There are two

ways to create identity in the digital world: either it is based on an offi-
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cial identity in the real world or it can be self-established. Either way, an

identity provider bootstraps a digital identity that can be used in various

online services. This thesis mainly considers identities in federated ser-

vice environment. Roughly, when a user wants to use an online service, an

identity provider first verifies her identity (authentication in the figure).

One way to provide strong user authentication for services is described in

Publication III. The identity provider may establish an identity session

that other services may later use. A service defines what rights (autho-

rization in the figure) the user has in the service and establishes a service

session. In Figure 1.2, Service Session D3 refers to the ad-hoc network

case discussed in Publication I that describes how users and devices can

be authenticated without a connection to online services such as identity

providers. The Service Session D2 refers to migrating login sessions be-

tween devices described in Publication II. The Identity Session A and the

Service Session D1 in the figure describes different logging out possibili-

ties in single sign-on environments. The problems and solutions of logout

are discussed in Publications IV and V. Finally in the digital world, the

person may want to end her relationship with an identity provider (or ser-

vice provider), which is done in de-provisioning, but that is out of scope of

this thesis.

The focus of the thesis is on single sign-on systems since they reduce the

need for service-specific digital identities, thus reducing the work load

on users. Moreover, we are primarily interested in strong authentica-

tion methods that can link the real world identity of users to the digital

world. However, all services do not need such digital identities, and self-

established identities and weaker authentication can equally benefit from

improvements to single sign-on.

Since mobile devices have become so popular among users, the thesis

considers what additions they bring to the management of digital identi-

ties. Mobile phones can at least provide a second communication channel

that can be used for two-factor authentication, since the mobile phone ac-

count is authenticated to the mobile network using a smart card. Also,

mobile devices sometimes form ad-hoc networks that have no connection

to services on the Internet. This means that online connections to identity

providers cannot be used but something else is needed for both authenti-

cating users and defining which device can offer services.

Some relevant topics are not covered in this thesis: role based and at-

tribute based access control, message authentication, trusted hardware,
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Figure 1.2. Summary of this thesis
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and privacy or trust issues of managing digital identities. Furthermore,

service, server and device authentication as such is not considered, except

in the case of ad-hoc networks where the user may want to define which

devices of other users can provide services to her.

1.3 Research Questions

The goal of this thesis is to solve practical problems in digital identity

management systems that provide single sign-on service. The work has

identified some gaps in currently used systems: what is the origin of a

digital identity, when it is established, what new aspects do mobile de-

vices bring to the management of digital identity and user sessions, and

how are the end of user sessions handled? These have led to the following

research questions:

Research Question 1: How can a real world identity be linked to online

world identity in a distributed and even international environment in a

strong way?

Research Question 2: Mobile devices provide a handy way to access on-

line services, but what new requirements and opportunities do the mobile

devices bring to digital identity management?

Research Question 3: Existing SSO solutions are focused on the initial

authentication at the beginning of a identity and service sessions, but what

security issues arise later in the session lifetime?

1.4 Research Methodology

In science, research methods form an essential part of the work. The

methods should provide reliability and validity to the research. Reliability

means that someone else could repeat the research and end up with the

same conclusions. Validity means that the conclusions made based on the

research are correct. In engineering research, an additional important

issue is relevance or applicability of the research. In order to investigate a

broad topic such as the lifecycle of digital identity, using multiple research
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methods is likely to produce a wider perspective and give more relevant

answers to the questions.

Commonly used methods in computer science and software systems re-

search are modeling, simulation, and theoretical and experimental meth-

ods. In modeling, a simplified model of a phenomenon is compared to its

real world version. Simulation is also based on modeling, but the point

is more to change some variables in the model or give a different input

for the system, and to see what happens. Theoretical computer science

uses logic and mathematics to model phenomena and to prove that, for

example, something can be computed, or that a problem is solvable in fi-

nite time. Its target is to improve algorithms and data structures or to

classify computing problems. Experimental computer science creates ex-

periments or prototypes based on hypotheses and tests how they work.

The last mentioned method is used in this thesis because it is suitable

for testing new ideas directly in the environment where they would be

deployed..

In this thesis project, prototyping and user studies were chosen as suit-

able research methods for resolving technical questions in managing digi-

tal identities. For finding out how identity is managed in the real world, a

literature survey of governmental reports and online documentation was

conducted. We did not conduct formal or informal security evaluations for

the developed prototypes because it would have required more resources

than were available. More through security evaluation would be needed

before broad deployment of the developed technologies. Next, the research

methodology is described in more detail.

1.4.1 Proof-of-Concept Prototyping

Publications II and III use prototyping as the research method. Both were

implemented as Master’s thesis projects where the author was the advisor.

Moreover, in Publication V made use of prototyping in two ways: first, it

showed that it is possible to implement a service with two options, local

and global logout, and second, the usability test was conducted with the

prototype. This method has helped us to answer to Research Questions 2

and 3.

Brooks [38] suggested rapid prototyping in software projects for check-

ing that customer requirements are understood and attained and all nec-

essary interfaces have been taken care of. A prototype simulates the main

tasks of the system but it may not be fully functional or work on the target
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platform [38]. Brooks emphasised the iterativeness of software projects.

A proof-of-concept prototype is a typical way to show that an idea is fea-

sible, and it is used in the early phases of design [115]. Proof-of-concept

prototypes can have different levels of functionality from paper prototypes

to fully functional software, and they are also often needed in user testing

during the design process. The point is not the proof-of-concept prototype

itself but demonstrating that it is possible to implement the idea. Later

prototypes can show that the production is feasible, production methods

are successful and the manufacturing process is efficient [115]. The fea-

tures of the prototypes can be evaluated various ways; for example, their

performance and functionality can be compared to pre-set requirements

or similar systems. To conclude, proof-of-concept prototyping is a good

way to test whether an idea can be implemented. However, it is far from

a working implementation that can be deployed to users as a product.

Moreover, it does not show the only way or the best way to implement the

system.

1.4.2 Usability Testing

User studies can give much information about how people are using ser-

vices and systems. In Publication V, we conducted a usability test for

logout in an SSO system in order to answer to Research Question 3. Us-

ability test in laboratory settings was chosen instead of an online test

because the test users could elaborate their thoughts in an interview con-

ducted after the moderated test.

Historically, security and usability have been seen as orthogonal to each

other: a system that is truly secure has low usability, and a system that

is usable cannot be secure [5]. Later, user-centered security approach

wanted to synthesize usability and security since users’ needs were seen

as the primary motivator for the designed security features in a sys-

tem [119]. Moreover, security is also considered to be as strong as is its

weakest link, and if this is the user, then the solution must help her to act

in a more secure manner [28]. Nowadays, users are taken into account in

the design process of secure systems. One way to do this is to ask ordinary

users to test a system before it is ready. The main point of usability test-

ing is debugging, i.e. finding problems in the system [86]. Thus, usability

testing requires a much smaller sample of users than is needed in behav-

ioral sciences such as psychology that are interested in how a population

behaves.
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Usability testing requires determining the goals of the test, planning

of tasks the user will do in the test, creating scenarios for the usability

test, deciding how to recruit participants, and defining how to collect the

feedback [13]. The goal of the test should not be too wide. For goal setting,

Barnum [13] suggests using the following five criteria: efficient (can user

find necessary information), effective (can user do the task), engaging (is

the system satisfying or enjoyable), error tolerant (did user counter errors

and did she recover), and easy to learn (is help needed). The test can be

done in any phase of a product development, for example using pictures

drawn on paper or a prototype of the product. The scenario describes what

a test participant is trying to do and gives her a role, but it should not

reveal the goal of the test. It contains all the tasks of the test. Choosing

participants depends on the goals of the task. Background variables such

as age, gender, education, and language can affect the results, and thus

this information is usually collected and presented together with the data

and results [13].

Usability tests can be conducted in a laboratory, meeting room, office, or

almost anywhere. More essential than the place is how to record the find-

ings of the tests: the participants can be video or audio recorded, taped,

or the moderator of the test can take notes. Usually the moderator asks

the participants to think out loud, saying what they are trying to do and

what they like or not, or even to ask questions if something is confusing.

Information about the participant, tasks and the test are often collected

with questionnaires and, for example, semi-structured interviews. After

the test, the results are analysed: what positive or negative findings the

participants found, and whether something surprising was encountered.

The findings are categorized or grouped, or individual tasks can be anal-

ysed separately. Often statistical methods are used. Because users are

asked to think aloud, even a single user can provide valuable feedback for

the usability of the test subject. After the analysis, recommendations for

fixing the system can be made [13].

1.4.3 Survey of strong authentication deployments

The research method used in Publication VI was based on technical and

online documentation. Usually in a literature review, the sources and

databases where the research are targeted are defined first. Then, search

words are defined and the search is executed. In an unstructured litera-

ture review, the search is expanded opportunistically to promising direc-
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tions. All the found articles are then read and analysed, and a synthesis

is formed based on the articles.

In the survey conducted in Publication VI, the sources of information

were specifications and documentations of governmental organizations,

which were publicly available, and reports published by the European

Union and OECD. In addition, some academic research was reviewed.

The author tried to find solutions that citizens could use either to log in to

governmental services or that provided a verifiable real-world identity for

third-party online services. The Google search engine with English search

terms, such as electronic identification, citizen identity, digital identifica-

tion, and electronic identity card was used. Furthermore, information

in French and Spanish was searched, and, in addition to Google trans-

late service, native speaking coworkers and friends helped to translate

interesting webpages from Chinese, Portuguese and Russian. In addition,

many improvements for local implementations were suggested in the sci-

entific literature and conferences. These sources provided valuable infor-

mation about problems that citizen authentication solutions have faced in

various countries. This method was chosen to answer to Research Quesion

1 because many countries already have solutions for linking real world

identity to online identity, but only some of them seem be succesfully im-

plemented and deployed while others have encountered problems.

The survey based on governmental webpages in multinational environ-

ment has some shortcomings. From a reliability point of view, anyone

can repeat the survey but because legislation and technical solutions are

changing over time, she could end up with different conclusions. Validity

can also be questioned since the search may not be complete. Governmen-

tal organizations in different countries may have different publication pol-

icy, and thus information available online may be scarse and scattered. In

different countries, the responsibility for defining and providing digital

identity is organized in various ways. Moreover, web pages may have old

information that is updated or redefined somewhere else. Thus, the con-

clusions in Publication VI are somewhat bound to the time, spring 2015,

when they were made. However, understanding the wider context of the

technical research helps in finding solutions that are not technical. Fur-

thermore, political, cultural and historical factors have had an influence

on the technology acceptance, which varies between countries.
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1.5 Summary of Contributions

As a university lecturer, the author’s research has been conducted to-

gether with Master and Bachelor students. In most cases, the author has

specified the research problem and worked out the solution ideas with the

students, who have then done the technical implementations or experi-

ments with the author’s supervision. The final papers were written by

the author using text from the student’s thesis as a starting point.

In this thesis, the author found ways to improve digital identity man-

agement of users in single sign-on systems. Mainly she concentrated on

what happens in the beginning, during, and at the end of a service ses-

sion. In addition, she was interested in how to authenticate users strongly

when a digital identity is created or when a user authenticates herself to

a service.

Publication VI gives the results of a survey how electronic identification

of citizens works in over 20 countries. These solutions can often be used to

establish digital identities in private sector services or, in some countries,

services can use a governmental authentication service to authenticate

their users for every service session.

Nowadays, mobile devices can be used in authenticating users to ser-

vices. Publication III provides a proof-of-concept prototype that shows

that a mobile phone operator is not needed for strong user authentication

when two-factor authentication is used. Moreover, the service does not

need to know the user’s mobile phone number beforehand. Publication I

addresses an ad-hoc network scenario where just authenticating users for

services is not enough, but a policy for define which service providers are

allowed to offer services for the user’s device is also needed. Furthermore,

a user may want to change devices during a service session. Publication II

gives a simple way to migrate an authentication session from one device

to another one without reauthentication.

At the end of a service session, the author found out that logout is prob-

lematic when a service uses single sign-on for authenticating its users:

when the user presses the logout button, should she be logged out from

only that service or also from the identity provider, or even from all other

services that use the same identity provider? Publication IV describes the

problem and Publication V presents a proof-of-concept prototype where

users could choose between local logout from a single service or logout

from the identity provider. Publication V also conducted a usability test
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that shows that users could understand the difference between the two

options.

1.6 Organization of the Dissertation

The next chapter describes our heterogeneous network environment, the

lifecycle of online identity, and single sign-on and federated identity man-

agement as background information. Then, in Chapter 3, the improve-

ments that this work provides are presented and compared to other later

solutions. Then, a summary of answers to the research questions is given

in Chapter 4, and Chapter 5 concludes the thesis. The published articles,

which contain the main research contributions of the thesis, follow the

conclusions.
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2. Network Environment and Online
Identity

Human beings can recognise someone or something familiar in a fraction

of second. In the human brain, the neurons of the medial temporal lobe

react when pictures of faces or objects are shown. For example, Quian

Quiroga et al. measured neural activity of epilepsy patients using single

cell measurements and found a cell that reacted only when pictures of

actress Jennifer Aniston were shown to one of the patients [94]. Of course,

recognition is not always so straightforward in the real world. The real

world identity is usually local: even though authorities in most countries

can give official identity certificates to the country’s citizens, that does

not cover all aspects of identity. Also, when introducing new people to

someone, usually no evidence of their identity is presented.

In the digital world, identity is more or less the same: someone can

claim any identity when, for example, registering with a service. The

verification of an identity often requires only a working email address,

not any proof of a real-world identity. However, the devices that someone

owns and the various connection channels by means of which she can be

reached can provide the means to verify her identity. For example, since

a mobile phone operator can send a bill to her contact address (email or

postal address) and if she pays the bill, the mobile operator may conclude

that she is who she claims to be. The development of mobile phone net-

works and devices that use wireless communication has set users free

from being just in one place the ways in which the same user connects to

online services has become more diverse. So, too, identification of users

and their authentication to online services must be available on a range

of networks and devices, and there certainly is no one-to-one mapping

between users and devices.
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Next, we brefly describe the development of the current network envi-

ronment. The key concepts of online identity are then defined. Both of

these issues are also connected to the articles of this thesis.

2.1 The Heterogeneous Network Environment

Nowadays using the Internet at home and with mobile devices is common.

Phone operators have become Internet service providers and use their old

landline phone networks to offer Internet connections. Devices at home

can be connected to the Internet with broadband connections delivered on

the old wired phone networks or the cable television networks or, increas-

ingly, newly laid fiber-optic data connections. In addition, people connect

to the Internet using their mobile phones, tablets, laptop computers, and

even with smart watches anywhere they are. In Europe, the two most

commonly used access methods for the mobile Internet are mobile phone

networks and wireless LAN hotspots. Some mobile phone network opera-

tors offer flat-rate data connections, and, for example, in some rural areas

in Finland, the mobile phone network is the only way to connect to the

Internet. Next, a brief history of wireless Internet connectivity is given

and the current network environment is described.

The Nordic countries have been forerunners in the use of mobile phone

networks. The first fully automatic cellular networks, NMT (Nordisk Mo-

bilTelefoni, Nordic Mobile Telephony), was operational in Sweden and

Norway from 1981 and Denmark and Finland from 1982. The NMT net-

work also offered data connections, but they were very slow, only 380 bit/s.

The first data call in the second-generation GSM (Global System for Mo-

bile communications) network was performed in 1993 [34]. The use of

GSM for Internet connections took a big step forward when the General

Packet Radio Service (GPRS) added packet-oriented data service for the

originally circuit-switched GSM networks. In 2003, the Enhanced Data

rates for GSM Evolution (EDGE) technology improved data transmission

rates making web browsing usable in practice with mobile phones. In

the early 2000s, the mobile operators launched the third generation (3G)

Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS) networks. Since

around 2010, the mobile phone operators have been moving to the fourth

generation (4G) Long Term Evolution (LTE) networks that are so-called

all-IP-networks, running the same protocol stack that is used in the In-

ternet.
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At the same time as the mobile phone networks developed, wireless data

networks also developed. The Institute of Electrical and Electronics En-

gineers (IEEE) has standardized two wireless network technologies: the

IEEE 802.16 standard, usually called WiMAX (Worldwide Interoperabil-

ity for Microwave Access), for long range wireless Internet access, and the

IEEE 802.11 standard called Wi-Fi (or WLAN, Wireless Local Area Net-

work) for local area networks. Wi-Fi networks provide two kinds of inter-

operability modes: an infrastructure mode where an access point provides

a connection to the Internet, and an ad-hoc mode where devices near each

other can connect and provide services to each other. At the turn of the

new millennium, Mobile Ad-hoc Networks (MANETs) were a hot topic in

research and, for example, dozens of routing protocols were developed for

multihop ad-hoc networks. We developed in Publication I a way for users

in a MANET to provide services to other users regardless of their location

in the network and to define a policy to govern who can use or provide

the services. The services could be reached from the MANET or from the

Internet.

The mobile phone networks have their own technologies for identifying

customers and their devices, and these can sometimes be used when iden-

tifying clients to online services. These will be briefly introduced later in

Section 2.3.3. Wi-Fi networks usually only use password authentication

for the access point, and all client devices often use the same password, so

this cannot be used as an authentication method for services. But before

going into details of identifying and authenticating clients or users, we

will define the key concepts of identity management and the lifecycle of

identity.

2.2 Key Concepts of Identity Management

According to the Merriam-Webster’s encyclopedia, identity is something

that distinguishes an entity from other entities [76]. When talking about

human beings, according to Dick Hardt, identity is ”who you are, what you

like, what you say about yourself, and what others say about you” [47].

Who someone is depends on the environment: for example, a person’s

identity includes her work identity and her home identity. Something

about the person is revealed when telling where the person lives, what

she does for her living, where she studied and when she was born. What

she likes also indicates something about her identity since she can be
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identified in an environment as that individual who likes to use Linux,

wears black and rides a Harley-Davidson. Moreover, reputation is also

part of identity. Thus, identity consists of many distinguishing attributes

that can be grouped to form various kinds of sub-identities for a person.

In addition to human beings, other entities, for example a mobile phone,

a laptop computer or a family pet dog, have an identity, and they can be

identified to be just that entity in question; however, such identities are

out of the scope of this work.

An attribute that can be used to identify an entity is an identifier. Ac-

cording to Camp [21], an identifier is a unique name in a namespace for

an entity such as a distinct person, thing, or place. If an attribute is

used as an identifier in an online environment, its uniqueness is impor-

tant since identifiers are used as search keys in databases. Sometimes

a combination of attributes is used to identify a person. One entity can

have multiple identifiers. The identifier should be difficult or impossible

to change. For example, a person can lie about her birthday, but it cannot

be changed [21].

The identifier is often mixed with the identity concept that is much

broader: Identifiers are attributes that can be used to separate someone

or something from others, and an entity can have many identifying at-

tributes. Often, when using a service, a person is identified by a name

or some other information, such as username, email address, social se-

curity number, client account number, or passport number. A service is

usually identified based on its name and location (physical or logical, e.g.

universal resource locator, URL) and visual signs such as company logos

or web page layout. The identity is more than an identifier. For exam-

ple, the name of a person, which is an identifier, does not reveal what

she does for living and other aspects of her identity. Figure 2.1 depicts

some aspects of the author’s identity (at home, at work and as a student)

as an example and gives some attributes that can be use for identifying

her, and other attributes that do not distinguish her from others. Clauss

and Köhntopp [26] saw lack of privacy and control of users’ own informa-

tion as a problem. They suggested an identity management system where

pseudonyms separate aspects of the user’s identity in a way that gives her

more control.

Often identifiers have a local scope and they may not be unique out-

side that scope. For example, many people have namesakes but they can

be distinguished from each others using other attributes such as occupa-
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Figure 2.1. Example of an identity, identifier and other attributes.

tion or sound of voice. Linking identifiers together can provide a global

identifier. For example, Sanna Suoranta who works at the Department

of Computer Science at Aalto University is a distinct person. Usually,

there is a single person that has a certain identifier but that person may

also have other identifiers. The X.509 certificate standard [53] provides a

distinguished identifier in which the link between a person and an iden-

tifier is supposed to be a one-to-one relation – the person when using the

standard would be always identified with the same identifier. Because

of privacy concerns and the lack of global directory service, among other

reasons, these kind of distinguished identifiers have not been universally

adopted.

When encountering a person or other thing, people try to identify her or

it. As mentioned above, people can usually identify familiar entities fast

and automatically because the human brain is specialized to such tasks.

For new acquaintances, one can just claim an identity, for example by

introducing oneself “Hi, I’m Sanna”, or someone who knows both parties

can act as an introducer. For more official situations, for example opening

a bank account, the identity is usually verified using an official identity

document, such as a passport, identity card or driver’s license, issued by

state authorities. These documents provide proofs of an identity and they

can be used to verify it.
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When discussing with other people over communications networks, in-

troducing new participants or recognizing old ones has to be done dif-

ferently since the automatic recognition methods of the human brain do

not work. Of course, if the video or voice quality is excellent, one can

recognize a familiar face or voice, but that does not work for text-based

communication, web services or with a poor quality communication chan-

nel. Moreover, the user identification for a service offered online often

includes passing an access control where the entity is recognized. This

can be done with a method called authentication, namely checking that

the identity of an entity is as claimed. Usually authentication is based on

something known like a password, something possessed such as a smart

card, or something biometrically unique (or almost unique) like finger-

prints. An authentication method that combines two of these is called

two-factor authentication and, if a method combines several of them, it is

called multi-factor authentication (MFA). Strong authentication requires

that a user’s real world identity is verified before giving her credentials

for electronic authentication and that two-factor authentication is used.

This corresponds the substantial assurance level for electronic identifica-

tion defined in the European Commission Implementing Regulation [108]

that specifies technical requirements for the electronic identification and

trust services for electronic transactions in the internal market of the Eu-

ropean Union (eIDAS regulation) [109] .

Another way to check that the user has the right to use a service is au-

thorization. Authorization can allow anonymous access if the right to use

the service is not linked to verifying the identity but just checking that

the entity requesting access has the necessary credentials. For example,

when entering a movie theater, a ticket is shown to the doorman, and if it

is valid, access is allowed. To go into a bar, the doorman can ask for iden-

tification and can check from an identity document that the person is old

enough to legally drink alcohol and that she looks the same as the picture

in the document – the name of the person is irrelevant even though it is

given in the identity document.

Access control of a digital service matches the attributes given in the au-

thentication or authorization process to those stored in a user database.

The information that is stored in the database forms the digital identity

that can be used to identify the user within the service. Sullivan [106]

calls all this information the “database identity” and the information used

in the authentication step the “token identity”. If the information is stored
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in several databases, the digital identity of an entity is such that no sin-

gle party knows all its attributes, and an entity can have many unlinkable

digital identities. For example, a university student who works in a com-

pany has identifying attributes at least in the databases of the university

and the company, not to mention all the other services she is using on-

line. In the university database, she may have an attribute that reveals

her role to be a student, and she can have different email address than

in the company’s employee database. She can change her name when

she marries and have new namesakes that study in the same place. She

may forget to provide information about the name change to all the places

where she has records; she may not even be aware of all of them. Nev-

ertheless, she is the same person. Because many of the attributes stored

in the databases may change during the life of a person, Bohm et al. see

identity as a relationship, not as a collection of attributes [19].

According to Camp [21], many problems of digital identity originate

from the paper identity documents that have to be self-proving and long-

lived. In the digital world, these properties can cause a lot of damage

in the form of privacy violations and identity thefts. Sullivan [106] sug-

gests that authentication is different in the real world where a passport

merely supports the claimed identity and decision making, and in the on-

line world where the provided and stored information is compared and, if

they match, the authentication decision is made automatically.

2.3 Lifecycle of a Digital Identity

Identity management means managing the digital accounts of users. It

covers the creation of digital identities, verification of the user’s identity in

the real world (if needed), authorization and issuing of credentials, recov-

ery of lost credentials, session management in a service, and finally clean-

ing of the databases when an identity is not needed any more. Many se-

curity companies have developed Enterprise Identity Management (IdM)

systems or Identity and Access Management (IAM) solutions that provide

identity management for organizations to manage, for example, employ-

ees’ access rights. For customers of a service, the same lifecycle of digital

identity applies.

Federated identity management (FIM) systems address situations where

several providers offer services by linking accounts in different services so

that, for example, one service accepts verification of identity from another
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service. If a FIM system provides access to several services with one au-

thentication, it can be called a single sign-on system. Such systems help

users since the same authentication credentials work for several related

services. Pashalidis and Mitchell [91] classified SSO systems into pseudo-

SSO and true-SSO systems. The first involves a script that executes the

required authentication mechanism where each service has separate cre-

dentials. The latter is a union of service providers that accept a user au-

thentication provided by a common authentication service provider. An-

other aspect they use for classification is the location of the authentication

service. For example, a password manager is a local pseudo-SSO system

since it is local to a user’s device. If the password manager is located in an

external server in the Internet, the system is categorized as proxy-based

pseudo-SSO system.

Both in FIM and SSO systems, an identity provider (IdP) or asserting

party authenticates users on behalf of a service, called a service provider

(SP) or relying party (RP) depending on the technology. A service might

be able to use several IdPs, and a single IdP can provide authentication

for several services. Next, the parts of the lifecycle of a digital identity in

general are presented.

2.3.1 From Real World to Online Identity

On a global scale, the source of a person’s identity is the state where she

was born. Vital events are stored in the civil registration system of the

state, and the primary purpose of the civil registration is establishing

the legal documents provided by law [112]. A birth certificate is a docu-

ment of a vital record. The United Nations’ Convention on the Right of

the Child [111] states that a born child should be registered immediately,

and that the child has the right “to preserve his or her identity, includ-

ing nationality, name and family relations”. All members of the United

Nations have signed the document but the United States has not ratified

it. Registering the birth or the birth certificate gives the right to obtain

education, health care, voting, and a passport. It also proves the age of

a child. According to UNICEF [110], approximately 65% of children un-

der five have been registered worldwide but nearly 230 million children

are unregistered. The lowest registration rates are in South Asia and in

sub-Saharan Africa where 39% and 44%, respectively, of the children (in

Somalia only 3%) have been registered. Low level of maternal education,
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living in a rural area, and ethnicity or religion in some countries all affect

the likelihood of birth registration.

When applying for a first passport or identity document, the officers can

ask for a birth certificate. However, the birth certificate may not contain

anything that actually links it to its rightful owner [19]. Another way

of authenticating the applicant is to rely on someone whose identity and

reputation is verified to introduce the applicant of a passport, for example

the parents of a child. Even after one has obtained an identity document

with a photograph, comparing the picture in an identity document to a

perceived face is error-prone. Kemp et al. [59] organized an experiment

where test persons went shopping with credit cards that had one of their

own picture, a slightly modified picture, a picture of someone who looked

like the test person, or a picture of someone that did not look like the test

person: the rates of acceptance of false cards and rejection of valid cards

were both high – in total only 67% of the decisions were correct. Offi-

cers issuing passports also have a third way to verify applicant’s identity.

For example in Finland, they can ask questions such as “what was your

previous home address” and “what is your grandmother’s maiden name”

and compare the knowledge of the applicant to the information stored

on databases about her, and base the verification of the identity on that.

However, this method has its problems nowadays because many questions

are easy to solve with efficient search engines [21].

After getting the first official identity document, it can be used when

renewing the document later or when applying for another type of official

document. Nowadays many states have an authentication service or offer

electronic identification documents that can also be used in the online

world either in governmental or private sector services. Most of these

are considered to provide strong authentication since they, for example,

combine a PIN code with a physical token, i.e. they provide two-factor

authentication.

The above approach describes how a global identity is created and at-

tested to by a state. However, much of our communication occurs at

a local scale, between people who have never had their identities veri-

fied by any official source. Usually, someone just claims an identity or

someone else acts as an introducer. The distance between people through

common acquaintances are surprisingly short: Backstrom et al. [11] cal-

culated that the average distance between active Facebook users (about

721 million users and about 69 billion friendship links) to be 4.74 for the
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shortest path in the social network graph, and that is without links pro-

vided by non-Facebook members. An online identity can be anchored to

a real world identity through, for example, a relationship with a friend

or institutional email account. In the online world, an identity can also

be local in a service. Additionally, services such as LinkedIn and Face-

book can provide linking through a common acquaintance. Claiming an

identity and investing in it works similarly in both the real and online

worlds. Even if a person has initially lied about her name, if she has sub-

sequently used it for a long time in various connections and accomplished,

for example, a doctoral degree with that name, she will probably want to

be known with that name later on, too. Moreover, in the online world,

people usually focus on the positive sides of their identity and give a pol-

ished picture of themselves [118]. In England, someone trustworthy, for

example a college professor, can introduce people that do not have a birth

certificate but have been known for long time with a certain name to gov-

ernmental officers. In the online world, such an identity is not generally

considered strong, even though this might be the ambition of some social

media services.

Publication VI describes what kinds of citizen authentication methods

for online use are offered around the world. Many states offer electronic

identification cards that can be used to prove identity in online actions.

In addition to the smart card based solutions, some states offer identity

provider services for governmental and third-party services using some

other means of authentication. As interesting as this topic would be, using

local online identities and human-to-human authentication are outside

the scope of this thesis.

2.3.2 Provisioning and Managing an Online Identity

Online services often require registration before the user can access the

service. This does not necessarily mean that the real world identity of

the user is verified in the registration, but information is stored in the

database of the service provider in order to recognize the user when she

returns later. Registration can be required for several reasons: the service

may be subject to a charge, the user may personalize the service to gain a

better user experience, or registration can be required by law, for example

showing that the user is of age. In many countries, legislation requires

that only necessary information should be collected, but it is hard to define

what is necessary.
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For more formal relationships, for example creating an online account

for a new university student or a new employee, the user’s real world iden-

tity is often verified. This can be done either in a face-to-face communica-

tion with an officer of the organization, or by using other online identities,

for example those offered by a state, to bootstrap the local identity. More-

over, the user’s role is often defined in the provisioning. For example, the

role of student or staff can be assigned to a new university account, and

this can determine which services of the university can be accessed and

what the user’s entitlements in these services are.

During a customer relationship, information about the user can change.

She may change her name, email address, or phone number, she may gain

or lose rights, and she can lose her credentials. Often services require

changes, too, for example changing passwords every half a year. Identity

management must handle all these situations.

2.3.3 Online Authentication and Authorization Methods

As mentioned above, authentication is usually based on something known,

something possessed or on a biometric identifier. Typically, web services

use passwords to protect user accounts even though they are often not

considered to provide good protection because they are not user-friendly.

Good passwords are hard to remember, and users circumvent security

policies in order to manage their passwords and because they do not un-

derstand how passwords can be cracked [3]. In 2006, according to a study

that had 500 000 Windows Live Toolbar users as participants, the average

user had about 25 accounts with 6.5 different passwords, and she typed

on average 8 passwords per day to different services [37]. Single sign-on

systems may have since then reduced the number of service-specific pass-

words. However, if computer screensaver locking is used to protect access

to services, the user may need to type the screensaver password over 300

times a day [52], which may be irritating. More information about SSO

systems will be provided in Section 2.4; authentication methods are de-

scribed next.

Password authentication is the simplest form of challenge–response au-

thentication. Typically, the authenticating server will retain a hash of the

password rather than a cleartext version. In cryptographic challenge–

response authentication, the challenge is a random value and only le-

gitimate partners can generate the correct response from the password

and the callenge. Some challenge–response authentication protocols also
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provide mutual authentication where both parties can verify each other’s

identity. For example, the Kerberos protocol provides mutual authentica-

tion over an untrusted network with the help of a trusted third party [85].

The Kerberos protocol uses secret-key cryptography and hence requires

all clients and services to share secret keys with the authentication server;

it is based on the pioneering work of Needham and Schroeder [83]. Ker-

beros will be described in more detail in Section 2.4.

One-time-passwords (OTPs) are one way of making authentication stron-

ger. As the name indicates, an OTP password is valid for only one lo-

gin, thus preventing replay attacks. There are several ways to distribute

these passwords, and in practice many are based on proprietary solutions.

The simplest is a list of OTP passwords on a piece of paper, which is

still used for example in online banking. Another sequence-based OTP

is S/KEY [44] used in Linux or BSD where, to put it simply, a password

is a hash of a previous password that is a hash of a previous password,

etc [65].

OTPs can also be based on a separate hardware token. For example,

RSA SecurID [100] is a small device that generates a password based on

a clock that is synchronized with the authentication server. The RSA Se-

curID token has a small display that shows a numeric code, and the user

types in the code when authenticating to a service. However, a display is

not necessary for an OTP token. For example, YubiKey is a small USB

token, and when an OTP password is requested, the user just presses

the button on the YubiKey token [116]. There are also open solutions,

including one developed by the Iniative for Open Authentication (OATH)

known as the HMAC-Based One-Time Password Algorithm (HOTP) [82].

This scheme offers a challenge-based algorithm that anyone can imple-

ment in hardware or software. Moreover, widespread use of mobile phones

has opened the possibility to use them as a token or delivery channel for

OTPs. For example, mobile phones have trusted hardware that can be

used to manage OTPs [81], or a service may require the user to type in

an additional code sent to her as a short-message-service (SMS) message.

OTP solutions provide two-factor authentication that is generally consid-

ered to be stronger than, for example, a simple password. Publication III

presents one solution that implements two-factor authentication for the

Shibboleth SSO system using a mobile device as the token.

In addition to paper tokens such as OTP lists, other physical devices can

provide cryptographic credentials for authentication. As mobile phones
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have become widely used all around the world, technology that is used to

identify the phone to the network operator has been seen as one way to

authenticate users. The mobile phone network identifies the mobile phone

through a smart card called the Subscriber Identity Module (SIM) for

GSM or the Universal Subscriber Identity Module (USIM) for 3G. (Later

in this thesis, we will call them both SIM cards for better readability.)

When someone opens a new subscription with a mobile phone operator,

her identity and contact information is typically checked from an official

identity document because legislation in many countries requires phone

companies to keep track of who called whom and when. However, pre-

paid subscriptions also exist, for which the identity of the user may not be

checked, and these obviously cannot be used for authentication based on

the subscription.

A SIM card contains keys for authenticating the subscription and en-

crypting the communication over the air interface between the mobile

phone and the base stations. The user can choose a PIN code that gives

access to the card and the services of the mobile phone network, includ-

ing the network connection. The mobile phone can be considered as a

combination of something known (the PIN code) and something possessed

(the SIM card), and thus it becomes a tool for two-factor authentication.

This has made the mobile phone attractive from the application-level ser-

vice point of view, and the mobile broadband standardization organiza-

tion, 3GPP, has responded. It has standardized the Generic Bootstrapping

Architecture (GBA) [1] that allows third-party services to use the mobile

network infrastructure for authenticating users. However, the standard

has not been widely deployed. The SIM card is successfully used to iden-

tify the device in the lower levels of the communication protocol stack for

Internet services that were not originally available in the mobile phone

network. Moreover, the mobile phone itself can have a Trusted Execu-

tion Environment (TEE) to store sensitive information and provide a safe

execution environment for security software and credential storage [42].

The third category of authentication methods is based on biometric infor-

mation. Many human characteristics are considered to be unique enough

to identify one individual. These charasteristics need to be universal in

the sense that everyone has the characteristic, permanent so that they

do not change or cannot be altered, and capable of being collected and

quantified [54]. Biometric authentication can be based on physiological or

behavioral characteristics. For example, facial image (optical or infrared),
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hand and finger geometry, iris and retina of the eye, signature, voice, vein

geometry, keystroke patterns, gait, and finger- and palm-print images are

used or under investigation to be used in biometric authentication. In the

enrollment phase, the biometric characteristic is scanned, its essential

features are extracted and a template is stored in a database. When the

user wants to authenticate, a fresh scan of the characteristic is compared

to that stored in the database. The system must have good performance,

that is, it must be accurate, fast and robust; it must be acceptable so that

people are willing to use the biometric identifier; and it must be hard to

circumvent.

Biometric authentication has long been discussed but historically the

scanning devices have been expensive. Finally, in 2004, IBM introduced

a laptop that had a built in fingerprint reader [41], and in 2011 Mo-

torola [43] and in 2013 Apple [8] released mobile phones with fingerprint

readers. However, biometric authentication has not proven to be as se-

cure as once hoped [89]. Face and voice are not secret, fingerprints can be

found everywhere, and lighting may be too dim for visual authentication

or hands may be too cold for scanning. So far, biometric authentication is

mainly used locally, to authenticate a user to a device, but not for online

services. In local authentication, the device can have its own database for

comparing with the sample when the user want to log in. Online services

would need their own databases or a common database or they have to

trust the device.

The above-mentioned authentication methods are used in access con-

trol when a user wants to access a service that requires authentication.

In addition to authentication, services usually restrict what the user can

do in the service. For example, service administrators have more rights

than common users. Authorization is often based on the authentication,

namely binding the rights to an identifier such as a name. Some access

control systems issue roles to users and bind the rights to the roles. Au-

thorization can also be done without authentication by issuing authoriza-

tion credentials that give rights to do something in a service.

2.3.4 Sessions in a Service

The creation of an identity is usually done once, at the beginning of the

relationship between a service provider or an identity provider and the

user, and the creation may occur offline. When the registration is done,

the user can access the service and prove who she is using an authentica-
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tion method. The service can decide what rights the user has based on the

authentication. Furthermore, the service can log usage, for example, for

billing or trend analysis. These tasks are often referred to as Authenti-

cation, Authorization and Accounting (AAA), and are parts of the session

management in services. A session is a shared state between communi-

cating parties, for example client and server software. Protocols define

interactions that the parties exchange at the beginning of a session, dur-

ing it, and for tearing down the session. Communication networks can

have sessions in the transport, session and application layers of the OSI

(Open Systems Interconnection) reference model, but the network or data

link layer access may also require authentication.

In this work, the author concentrates on sessions in the application

layer of the Internet, mainly services that are implemented on top of

the world wide web (WWW) and hypertext transfer protocol (HTTP), and

authentication of human users through physical devices such as mobile

phones and computers. The first version of HTTP was stateless because

a server just replies to a request of a client, typically a web browser [16].

HTTP works on top of the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP), using

it mainly for reliable transport, not for long-lived sessions. Later, HTTP

cookies were defined to enable servers to store a state for sessions [15].

When the server wants to use stateful communication, it replies to a

query of the client with a message that has the Set-Cookie header field.

It contains a name–value pair and associated metadata. The client sends

the cookie back when the client makes a new requests to the server. As

such, cookies are not secure documents, and there are many security and

privacy issues associated to them, but they can be used for information

storage for sessions. Moreover, for applications that require any level of

security, HTTP must be run over the Transport Layer Security (TLS) [29]

protocol instead of plain TCP. TLS provides integrity and data encryption

for the connection, and the server is usually authenticated using X.509

certificates at the beginning of the session. TLS also supports authentica-

tion of the user with an X.509 certificate, but users typically do not have

such certificates. Thus, user authentication is done with other means at

the application layer, on top of a connection secured by TLS. Methods for

user authentications were discussed in Section 2.3.3.

In a service that uses federated identity management for user authen-

tication, the client side has two sessions: one with the service provider

and another with an identity provider. Depending on the system, either
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the service or the identity provider starts the first session. Some identity

providers do not keep sessions for users, in which case the user needs to

reauthenticate if she wants to start using another service. If the identity

provider has its own login session, the system can provide single sign-on

since the IdP already knows the user, when there is another request for

her authentication. FIM and SSO systems will be discussed in detail in

Section 2.4.

This thesis mainly discusses authentication methods which generate

statements to the effect that a user gave valid authentication data and

was present at a point in the past, at the beginning of a session. During

a live session, some situations may require checking that the legitimate

user is still present. For example, when a user wants to change her role

in a system from a normal user to a privileged user, she may need to reau-

thenticate. A user may also want to change the device she is using. In

the end, a device is just a tool that someone is using, and the services

aim to authenticate the user, not her device. Publication II describes how

an identity session can be migrated from one device to another without

reauthentication. The solution is based on extracting cookies for the iden-

tity session, moving them to the other device, and inserting them into the

web browser there. This allows the user to continue the service session

without reauthentication.

Finally, the end of a session needs to be handled in a controlled manner.

When a user does not want to use a service any more, she either logs out,

closes the service, or just does not use the service for a long time. The

server usually defines for how long a time the service can be left idle. Idle

sessions are closed because they consume resources and may pose security

threats. If the user returns to the service after the timeout has occurred,

she usually has to reauthenticate. If the user logs out from the service, the

server knows for sure that she is ending the session, and the session can

be ended in a mutual process. However, federated identity management

systems make logout more complicated. When the user logs out from one

service, does it mean that she wants to end all her other service sessions

in the same federation or just in that one service? Publications IV and V

ponder these problems.

2.3.5 Accounting and De-provisioning

Service providers often monitor the use of identities, for example record-

ing when someone has logged into a service and how long she has used it.
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There are various reasons for this. The service may charge its users based

on how many authentications they have performed in a month, as is done

in Finnish mobile signatures. The service may also collect information

about the user and what she is doing in the service, and use that informa-

tion for showing her advertisements that should be in her interest.

At the end of a customer relationship, permissions should be revoked

and information about the customer should be destroyed. For example

the Finnish Personal Data Act [66] requires that personal information is

stored only if there is a justified need due to the operations of the service

and that they must be destroyed if they are no longer needed.

Accounting and de-provisioning are outside the scope of this work, but

some of these aspects are considered in a special case: what can happen

during a service session and what happens at the end of a service session,

but not at the end of a customer relationship.

2.4 Single Sign-on and Federated Identity Management

This section describes the historical development of SSO and FIM sys-

tems. Kerberos, developed at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology

(MIT) in the 1980s, is one of the oldest authentication services designed

for networked services on Unix [85]. It provides centralized user manage-

ment with one password, and it has later been extended to support feder-

ations. The current, fifth version is standardized by IETF [84]. Figure 2.2

depicts the Kerberos authentication protocol, which has the single sign-

on property that allows a user to authenticate herself to several services

with one identity verification. An authentication server grants tickets to

users: one for getting tickets and others for gaining access to services.

These tickets guarantee the identity of the user to a service. In addition

to authentication, Kerberos provides encryption keys for sessions.

Kerberos also provides cross-organizational authentication, which is typ-

ically used between sections of the same large organization [85]. A realm

is formed around one authentication server that shares keys with users

and servers in the realm. In cross-realm authentication, two authentica-

tion services share a cross-realm key. The ticket granting service of the

user issues a ticket-granting ticket for the other realm’s server, and that

ticket is used to get a service ticket for the service of that realm from its

ticket granting service. In multi-hop cross-realm authentication, the au-
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Figure 2.2. Kerberos authentication protocol [85].

thentication servers form a hierarchy and keys are shared between parent

and child servers in the hierarchy.

More recently, the Security Assertion Markup Language [95] standard

has provided an SSO technology for closed or federated systems. One of its

implementation is Shibboleth [103], which has been deployed widely for

SSO to web-based services at universities. As web services became more

popular, web-based open SSO solutions were developed. Microsoft Pass-

port was the first attempt to provide SSO for services and a wallet for on-

line commerce [77]. The Liberty Alliance Project [104] and OpenID were

competing solutions that have a somewhat similar technical structure but

different trusted parties. None of these were particularly successful un-

til Facebook introduces an SSO service based on OAuth. Subsequently,

Google and Microsoft have also gained users for their SSO services, in

Google’s case initially based on OpenID and more recently on OpenID

Connect. Recently, Open ID Connect has become a common underlying

technology for real world SSO systems, notably, as mentioned above, for

Google’s system. Next, the above-mentioned solutions for web services are

each described in more details.

Microsoft Passport (MS Passport) was a centralized SSO system in which

a customer had an account witch held a range of personal information,

for example the name and address, and a wallet containing a credit card

number, which was supposed to enable easy payment in online shops. The
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system used web cookies to store the session information. MS Passport

was used, for example, in Hotmail that was a popular free email service.

However, the possibility of collecting shopping habit information was seen

as a threat to privacy [6].

After the failure of Passport, Microsoft released a system called Card-

Space (InfoCard) [25, 27] which was part of the Windows system. Unlike

Passport, CardSpace did not involve Microsoft providing identity services,

but instead allowed any party to take that role. Any service that supports

WS-* protocols would have been able to use it for user authentication.

Windows CardSpace also allowed a user to manage her own identity in-

formation. When a user wanted to log in to a service, she could provide a

card that fulfilled the requirements of that service. The cards were stored

in encrypted form and protected by a PIN or a password. In 2011, Mi-

crosoft announced that it would not develop CardSpace further [80].

Currently, Microsoft provides an SSO system called Microsoft account

[78] (previously known as Windows Live ID) that can be used to sign in

to Microsoft’s services such as outlook.com, Hotmail, Skype, and Xbox

Live, but also to devices such as a Windows phone. Anyone can create

a Microsoft account either with an existing email address or a new one.

The user’s identity is not verified but, if an existing email address is used,

the user has to prove that she can read messages sent to that address. In

2008, Microsoft published a service development kit (SDK) so that other

web services could use the Microsoft account for authentication [79].

The Liberty Alliance Project, started in 2001, was an effort to create

an open standard for federated network identity for the Internet [104].

More than 150 companies and organizations participated in the develop-

ment work. In Liberty, identity and service management were separated.

Services providers offer web-based services for users that are identified

by an identity provider [23]. They form circles of trust where the service

providers define which identity providers they accept as provers of the

users’ identity. Figure 2.3 presents an example of two circles of trust. The

user can choose any identity provider that a service provider trusts. Each

service provider has its own identifier for the user, which can be differ-

ent from the user identifier embloyed by identity provider. Even though

the IdP links the identifiers, it does not track to which services the user

has logged into. These two features protect the user’s privacy. Some of

Liberty’s ideas have been adopted in the SAML and the Web Service stan-

dards [70].
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Figure 2.3. Federated network identity and circles of trust [23].

Shibboleth implements both identity provider and service provider soft-

ware that can be installed into web servers in order to create a work-

ing single sign-on environment. The Shibboleth project started in 2000,

and published the first implementation based on their own technology in

2003 as open-source software [103]. Shibboleth 2.0 published in 2008 is

based on the SAML 2.0 standard, described later. Shibboleth was adopted

by higher education organizations. For example, all universities in Fin-

land use Shibboleth-based identity federation that has 44 registered IdP

servers and 217 services [64]. In addition to SP and IdP software, Shibbo-

leth may have an Identity Provider Discovery service that allows SPs to

use multiple IdPs. Moreover, Shibboleth supports user attributes that are

delivered from the IdP to the service provider together with the identity

information [103]. With this, for example universities can assign roles to

their users and provide different privileges for students and teachers in

a service. For Finnish universities, a separate company called CSC – IT

Center for Science Ltd manages the central discovery service, metadata

about the services and identity providers, and a SAML profile for the user

attributes [64].

The Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information Stan-

dards (OASIS) has standardized the Security Assertion Markup Language

2.0 [95]. A previous version was adopted by Liberty Alliance and Shib-

boleth, and their developments and experiences have had an impact on
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Figure 2.4. Service provider initiated communication for SSO Authentication [95].

the second version of SAML [74]. SAML is a framework that defines ex-

changes of security information with XML-based descriptions [95]. Its

purpose is the same as in Liberty and Shibboleth: exchanging informa-

tion between a service provider, called relying party in SAML, and an

identity provider, called asserting party in SAML, in a way that allows

multi-domain single sign-on. Identity, authentication, attribute, and au-

thorization information is wrapped as SAML assertions that state some-

thing about a user. Messages are exchanged using the SAML protocol

that works on top of the HTTP or SOAP protocols. Identifiers in SAML

can be agreed between the parties dynamically. Even though one party

is an identity provider, the user often has a local account with the ser-

vice provider. When an identity provider is used to authenticate the user,

the local account has to be associated with the federated identity in an

account-linking procedure. Figure 2.4 depicts one version of message ex-

change between parties when a user tries to access a protected resource,

but there are also other variations. Many working solutions for SSO and

FIM are build on top of SAML, and for example Web Services Security

(WS-Security) can use SAML assertions as security tokens in its message

exchanges [95]. Since SAML offers so many variations, interoperability

between different implementations is hard to achieve.

The above-mentioned systems were developed for authenticating users

to a web service. Today, many web services are actually composed of ap-
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plications provided by several different providers, some of which act as a

proxy or aggregator for other services. Traditionally, such front-end ap-

plications all needed the same access rights to the back-end services as

the resource owner, i.e. the end user. OAuth was developed for access-

right delegation for third-party applications such as widgets that are em-

bedded in an application [46]. OAuth separates the authentication and

authorization. The whole idea is upside down compared to the traditional

authentication model: a web application asks for access rights from a user

who owns a resource in order to access the resource with a limited subset

of the owner’s rights. For example, a user owns photo files that are stored

on a photo-sharing service. She has an account on the service, and her ac-

cess rights are verified when she authenticates. The service can be linked

to a printing service that is provided by a third party. If the user wants

to print a photo, the printing service needs access rights to that photo.

With OAuth, the photo-sharing service delegates some of the user’s ac-

cess rights, for example the right to read the photo file, to the printing

service by issuing an access token. Namely, the client software (print-

ing application) asks for authorization from the resource owner (the user)

who instructs the authorization service in the resource server to issue an

access token with a limited set of her rights; the client software can then

use the access token to get resource from the resource server. Thus, the

printing service does not get the user’s full login credentials. OAuth was

also used to provide user authentication for a service using third party

accounts, such as Microsoft, Google, Twitter or Facebook, but that is not

its primary purpose. Later, OpenID Connect was built on top of OAuth

2.0 for user authentication.

OpenID started in 2005 as a number of projects implementing identity

management solutions, and in 2007, the OpenID Foundation was estab-

lished to develop it. OpenID is a decentralized SSO system for web ser-

vices, and it does not require pre-established trust relationships between

the services, called relying parties, and the identity providers, called Open-

ID providers (OPs). Users can freely choose an OpenID provider. The

second version of the OpenID Authentication protocol was published in

2007 [90]. OpenID uses an HTTP or HTTPS uniform resource identifier

(URI) or an extensible resource identifier (XRI) for the users, and handles

them differently to other FIM systems. The identifier is a resource that

the user controls, for example a URL for a blog of the user. When the

user logs into a service offered by a relying party, the RP has to discover
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the OpenID provider for the identifier that the user has typed in. URL

identifiers have the advantage that the URL itself can lead to the OP. The

problem with URL identifiers is that they may not be persistent. On the

other hand, XRI identifiers have two parts, i-name and i-number, where

the first can be reassigned but the latter is persistent, and this makes the

discovery of the correct identity easier [98].

The OpenID authentication protocol [90] is depicted in Figure 2.5. As

a protocol, the message exchange looks quite similar to that of SAML or

Liberty. However, the identifiers and their handling are different. The

OpenID provider does not need to keep a state for the identity. Thus,

OpenID does not require the use of cookies but only HTTP redirection. If

the user wants to log in to another RP, the OpenID provider authenticates

her again. When used in this way, OpenID 2.0 is not a pure single sign-on

system, but it reduces the number of required identifiers. The user can

choose which OpenID provider she uses. The OpenID provider can de-

cide which authentication method it uses to verify the identity of the user.

However, a separate policy extension defines mechanisms for a RP to re-

quest a certain authentication method or an OpenID provider to inform

the RP about the authentication policies [97]. When the RP requests the

OP to authenticate the user, it can add descriptions of its preferences for

the authentication policy. The OP can also add information about the pol-

icy even if the RP did not request it. The supported policies are phishing-

resistant, multi-factor, and physical multi-factor authentication.

Companies, among others PayPal, Lenovo, and Google, have noticed

that mobile phones can provide strong user authentication for services.

They established the FIDO Alliance [36] that has defined industry stan-

dards for authentication to complement OpenID and SAML specifications

which do not specify how an IdP should authenticate its users. In FIDO, a

user first registers her mobile device to a FIDO server and gets a unique

key pair for the device, online service and her user account. The Universal

Authentication Framework (UAF) [73] specifies an authentication proce-

dure in which user’s biometric information or a PIN code is verified locally

in her mobile phone. Another possibility is to use FIDO’s Universal 2nd

Factor (U2F) protocol [105] that adds a physical token, e.g. a USB device,

to normal password-based authentication.

OpenID Connect authentication, published in 2014 [101], is built on top

of the OAuth 2.0 authorization protocol described above. It supports na-

tive and mobile client applications in addition to web applications. The
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Figure 2.5. OpenID protocol overview [90].

OpenID Connect authentication has a REST architecture and it uses Java-

Script Object Notation (JSON) [20] which is, despite the name, a langua-

ge-independent data format. In the process, an identity provider returns

an ID token to a relying party. The ID token follows the standard format

of a JSON Web Token (JWT) [57] and contains an issuer URL, a unique

subject identifier, an identifier of the relying party for whom the ID to-

ken is intended, and the expiration time [101]. The ID token is at least

signed using a JSON web signature [56] and it may be also encrypted with

JSON web encryption [58]. For example, the current version of Google+

Sign-In uses OpenID Connect, and Microsoft, Ping Identity, and Yahoo!

also provide OpenID Connect authentication for their users. Unlike in

the orginal OpenID, the identity provider is bound to certain relying par-

ties and users cannot choose freely which identity provider they want to

use for a service.

This Chapter described authentication technologies and their history.

Some of them are available as open source, and we have used their avail-

able open source versions as building blocks in our solutions presented in

the articles. Moreover, we surveyed single sign-on solutions available for

online services. Our solutions are based on Shibboleth since it is widely

deployed in the Finnish higher education institutes. It is also available as
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open source, and we were able to use the identity provider of our univer-

sity for the experiments.
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3. Improvements to User Authentication
and Single Sign-on

This chapter presents the contributions of this thesis. We will also de-

scribe other other similar solutions that have been proposed since our

articles have been published.

3.1 Establishing Online Identity

Online communication and commerce work on a global scale, and cross-

ing the borders of counties can form obstacles for identification. Service

providers follow the national-level legislation that applies where they are

operating, but their clients are often in other continents. The Parliament

of the European Union adopted a regulation [109] that is intended to to

ease electronic commerce in the internal market by mutually recognizing

electronic identities issued by other European countries but it does not

say anything about the technical solutions. For example, Sánchez Gar-

cía et al. [40] present several technical interoperability solutions, such as

a network of proxies that allows services within one country to use an

identity provider of another country in Europe. However, real world im-

plementations do not yet exist.

Publication VI surveys the electronic citizen identities and deployed

strong authentication systems in different countries and investigates how

the countries issue digital identifiers for their citizens. Our initial goal

was to understand the technical solutions and open problems, but one

conclusion of the survey was that the deployment and interoperability

issues arise mainly from non-technical causes.

Technical innovations have improved identity verification in the real

world by adding biometric information such as a facial image and fin-

gerprints to a micro-chip in passports, also making them harder to forge.
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The machine-readable chips in principle could provide a means of authen-

ticating citizens to online services, but reading the passport chip requires

special secure terminal equipment and, in practice, they cannot be used

online. Many countries provide solutions of their own for official online

identity verification, e.g. using an identity card, or some other physical

token such as a USB stick, or a password. In the OECD countries, every

second citizen has used governmental online services and the usage has

been highest in the European countries [87]. Another source of identity

is the social and business relationships that a person forms with other

people or organizations without the help of authorities. The relationship

might start from, for example, a shared friend or initial contact a person

via a phone number or home address. In the digital world, the most widely

used source of identity is an email address via which the person can re-

ceive messages. Based on such an address, she can create an account in,

for example, social media services, which may then act as trusted third

parties for other services that require authentication. Stronger identity

can then be established gradually, accumulating information and repu-

tation with direct contact and via various social media services such as

photo feeds, blogs, etc.

Local history and traditions of governance seem to strongly affect the

kind of solution of strong authentication that are successful in each coun-

try. Many countries provide electronic identity cards but they are seldom

used in an online context. The Nordic countries have been relatively suc-

cessful in the deployment of online verification because 70% of Nordic

citizens have used the Internet to interact with public authorities [87].

For example in Estonia, the national electronic identity card is used in

a number of services from bus tickets to registering a new company. In

Finland, there are several possibilities for strong citizen authentication,

and instead of electronic identification cards, online bank credentials are

more commonly used in authentication. In spite of the attempts of the Eu-

ropean Union to create working online authentication in all its member

countries, some countries have failed to develop national online authen-

tication. For example, France has postponed publishing their electronic

identification card, and the United Kingdom even cancelled their part-

deployed electronic identity card system. The main concerns have been

the security of the database in which all information is collected for issu-

ing the cards, and that the identity provider may track all the services

that the person is using based on the authentication requests.
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Figure 3.1. Trust in Government and Business in 27 countries [32].

Another approach to citizen authentication is to outsource it to com-

mercial service providers, which can then be used for both governmen-

tal services and private online services. In many countries, banks, the

postal service or mobile phone operators provide this kind of authentica-

tion. The reasons for this may be historical. For example in Finland, the

Merita bank (currently the Nordea bank) decided to transfer their online

banking service to the Internet in 1995, and in 1997 they were amongst

the first in the world to launch an online bank [4]. The online banking

scheme required reliable authentication of the clients, and the bank had

to develop their own solution for that. Their solution was available before

the corresponding governmental service, which only started to provide

electronic identity cards in 1999 [99]. Another benefit was that authenti-

cation was based on one-time-passwords delivered on printed paper, and

did not require any hardware device such as a smart card reader for the

ID card. Later, the Federation of Finnish Financial Services specified the

TUPAS Identification Service [35], a standardized version of online au-

thentication for banks and also for other service providers.

Another reason for outsourcing authentication to the private sector may

have its origin in the fact that citizens in many countries have more trust

in companies than in governmental bodies. In 2015, the research orga-

nization Edelman interviewed 33000 people in 27 countries about their

trust in the government and in media and companies in general [32]. Ac-

cording to the study, only in eight countries out of 27 did more than 50%
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trust their government, and in six countries less than one third of the

people trusted the government. For example, only 16% of South Africans

trusted their government. In general, people had more trust in private

businesses, in which the trust level was the lowest among South Koreans

(36%). These results are depicted in Figure 3.1. In the left part of the

diagram, the difference between trust in government and businesses is

the largest in favour of businesses. These countries include, for example,

South Africa, Brazil, and USA. In the right part of the diagram, people

have more trust in government than in businesses, for example in China

and Sweden. If we compare these countries to the G20 countries stud-

ied in Publication VI, it seems that trust in government must be strong

in order for electronic authentication based on government solutions to

succeed. Countries that have tried but failed to develop such solutions,

notably the United Kingdom and France, seem to lack trust in the gov-

ernment. In countries where people trust businesses more, a solution

where the government outsources authentication to companies, as is done

in the USA, may work better. However, the roots of trust are complex and,

for example, economic problems in European countries may have affected

trust in governments during the study period. Further analysis concern-

ing reasons why governments are trusted (e.g. in Sweden and in China)

is outside the scope of this thesis.

3.2 Strong Authentication

As mentioned at the beginning of Section 3.1, one source of identity is

relying on common friends who can, at a personal level, introduce people

to each other. Single sign-on systems essentially follow the same pattern,

except that the identity provider is the common “friend” of a users and a

service providers. The identity provider takes care of the establishment

of the digital identity and provides authentication of the users when they

want to access the services. In the early days of SSO, identity providers

mainly used password authentication. Often SSO protocols themselves

do not specify the authentication method, allowing identity providers to

innovate.

In Publication III, we have developed a strong authentication method

that uses a mobile phone as the secure token without the involvement of

mobile phone operators. We use the phone as the second authentication
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method. Such solutions were not widely used at the time of the research,

and our solution differs from the currently deployed ones in that the sec-

ond channel is initiated from the mobile phone.

Our design for strong authentication in SSO is modular, allowing the

use of any SSO protocol and any tamper-resistant security module avail-

able on a mobile phone. In our prototype implementation, we used the

Shibboleth SSO system and a Nokia N900 phone with the On-board Cre-

dentials (ObC) trusted hardware emulator. Details of the system are pre-

sented in Publication III, and Andrade [7] gives implementation details.

All of the components of our design are open and free to use. The main

difference between our system and other two-factor authentication meth-

ods that rely on two different communication paths is that the user starts

both the browser session on her computer and the authentication client

on her mobile phone. These two devices do not communicate directly with

each other, but the user acts as a communication link by checking that

both the service session and the authentication session belong together.

This means that any mobile phone that has a tamper-resistant module

may be used as a token, even if the phone is not capable of multitasking or

has no event-based notification system. The user does not need to set up a

communication link between the devices, a task that may be cumbersome.

The user does not need to register her phone number, and the system also

works with prepaid SIM cards and with foreign SIM cards since it is in-

dependent of mobile phone operators. However, the user has to register

her public key when enrolling with an identity provider. This can be done

as part of the process in which her identity is verified and online identity

is established. The system can be deployed incrementally becausemod-

ifications are only needed at the IdP and because service providers can

independently decide when to start requesting strong authentication of

users.

Other researchers have also noted that SSO systems need stronger au-

thentication methods and that mobile devices can help provide them. Re-

cent solutions assume more from the mobile device, for example a camera

for scanning QR codes, a Trusted Platform Module (TPM), or support for

mobile signatures in the SIM card. These differences are briefly sum-

marised next.

Mobile phones are at present used as secure tokens that provide a sec-

ond communication channel for users. One solution for checking that a
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user of a web service has a certain mobile phone is to show a QR-code on

the login page of the service, which the user scans and signs digitally. The

signing can be implemented with a software application, a trusted exe-

cution environment, or a SIM card. Such solutions require modifications

to user devices and identity providers but not in the services themselves.

For example, Binu et al. [17] have developed a mobile-phone-based two-

factor authentication for SAML-based SSO. Their solution is similar to

ours since it requires the mobile phone to initiate the authentication and

does not require the IdP or service provider to store the mobile phone

number, meaning that the mobile network operator is not involved as a

trusted party. However, their QR-code based solution uses software func-

tions to store the mobile token securely, protecting it only with a pass-

word, whereas our system uses a tamperproof module available on the

mobile device. Another similar example of the use of QR-codes is de-

scribed in Dodson et al. [30], but they do not describe how they protect

the shared keys delivered in the QR-code messages. QR-code based chal-

lenges can also be used in other ways. For example, Carullo et al. [24]

suggest that a QR-code is sent to the mobile phone of the user, whose con-

tact phone number is stored within the identity provider, and the QR-code

is shown to a web camera on the computer.

The SIM card can also be employed as a tamperproof token. The SIM

card is used to identify the mobile subscriber, and it stores secret keys for

encrypting the air-interface traffic between the mobile phone and the base

station as well as for authentication. For application-layer services, the

SIM card can be used with the Extensible Authentication Protocol (EAP)

that was originally designed for authenticating link level access [10]. The

EAP protocol has extensions for using both GSM SIM cards [49] and 3G

USIM cards [9] to provide authentication for applications. Moreover, the

General Authentication Architecture (GAA) [2] is an architecture for peer

authentication that can use either the SIM card or a public key infrastruc-

ture. Furthermore, mobile phone operators can also offer strong authen-

tication with mobile signature, which are created on the SIM card [88].

For example in Finland, this is one of the strong authentication methods

accepted by government online services and other web services. The ser-

vice providers need an agreement with only one Finnish mobile operator

to authenticate all users since the system is federated [60].

Another way to use mobile phones as a secure token takes advantage

of their secure hardware environment. This environment was originally
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intended for checking intellectual property rights and provides a secure

storage and execution environment for security-critical functions. We

have described a way of using it for storing credentials for authentication

and calculating responses for authentication challenges. Other authors,

for example, Leicher et al. [68] have developed a local OpenID provider

that is based on the Trusted Platform Module. When a service requires

authentication, the connection is redirected by a local DNS lookup or a

browser plugin to the local identity provider that authenticates the user

with a two-factor authentication scheme. They described also another

scheme that uses the SIM card of the user’s mobile device for storing cre-

dentials and creating signatures [67].

3.3 Heterogeneous Environment and Ad-hoc Networks

At the turn of the millennium, mobile devices were less capable and had

smaller screens than those available today, but the Internet was never-

theless available using mobile phones. These and other mobile devices

could also form wireless connections either to the Internet through an ac-

cess point or with each others without connection to the Internet. The

latter mode is called a wireless ad-hoc network or mobile ad-hoc network.

Many aspects of ad-hoc networks, such as routing, were a hot topic in

research at that time. The initial main application area was military net-

works, where fast setup and takedown were needed. For example, Tang

and Chang [107] reviewed strong authentication mechanisms for tactical

mobile and ad-hoc networks.

At Helsinki University of Technology, we engaged in a joint project on

this topic together with University of Helsinki and Tampere University of

Technology. The objective was to investigate seamless service interwork-

ing in heterogeneous mobile and ad-hoc networks. Our goal was to create

means for users in an ad-hoc network to find services, such as another de-

vice that could offer Internet connectivity, and create sessions with these

services. We noticed that one peculiar characteristic distinguishes access

control in ad-hoc networks from other networks: someone could want to

limit which service providers are allowed offer services to their devices.

The services are usualy authenticated with X.509 certificates but there

is no separate access control defining which services a device can contact

in the first place. Moreover, X.509 certificates normally require trusted

third parties. In our system, we implemented a kind of secure wallet
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where credentials and certificates could be stored and exchanged between

devices [62, 72, 113].

Publication I describes the architecture for finding and using services

in ad-hoc networks, and we at Helsinki University of Technology were

especially responsible for the security of the design. Our main research

contribution was two-directional authorization between the user device

and the local and online services. This publication is significantly earlier

than the other publications in this thesis, and it motivated our later work

on identity management with ubiquitous Internet connectivity.

Ad-hoc networks are no longer so extensively studied, expect in one or

two areas. Kärkkäinen et al. [63] list practical and principled reasons why

ad-hoc network technology is not really deployed: for example, mobile de-

vice vendors do not seem wish to support it, and altruistic co-operation be-

tween users lacks incentives. Also, during the last 10 years, the network

environment has changed significantly. Mobile network access is avail-

able almost everywhere either through WiFi hotspots in cities or via the

mobile phone networks. On the service side, cloud computing has changed

a great deal, offering a scalable server and service environment for service

providers. At present, investigation of ad-hoc network technologies has fo-

cused on vehicular networks and and the Internet of Things (IoT). Next,

we will briefly overview the problems identified in other research littera-

ture for authentication and identity management in ad hoc networks.

A number of car manufacturers are developing self-driving cars. Vehi-

cles close to each other can form Vehicular Ad-hoc Networks (VANETs),

warn one another about the danger of collision and communicate with

road infrastructure devices about road conditions [48]. The same technol-

ogy can be used, for example, to collect road taxes and to monitor traffic,

something that troubles those who care about their privacy. Already, ve-

hicular communication has its own dedicated frequency, 5.9 GHZ, and

IEEE has standardized a link layer protocol called Wireless Access in Ve-

hicular Environments (WAVE) and considered the associated security is-

sues [51]. Authentication of vehicles is based on certificates that can be

changed from time to time to protect the privacy of the vehicle driver or

owner. However, Förster et al. [39] claim that changing of certificates is

not defined clearly in the standards. They have investigated how it can

be done in such a way that the linking of pseudonyms is not possible for

unauthorized parties. Horng and Tzeng [50] have developed a secure and
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privacy-preserving value-added service scheme for VANETs. Using blind

signatures, vehicles could request services without revealing their real

identities and the services could authorize the vehicles.

Technologies such as radio-frequency identification (RFID), ad-hoc net-

works, near field communication (NFC) and Internet Protocol version 6

(IPv6) all help to realise the network for Internet of Things. The applica-

tion areas for IoT are wide, for example covering healthcare and building

maintenance. Security and privacy are key issues, because these net-

works can contain a great deal of sensitive information. For example,

unauthorized access to a pacemaker or other implantable medical devices

(IMDs) may be life-threatening. Halperin et al. [45] have suggested cri-

teria for the security and privacy of IMDs. For example, there may exist

different access levels: the patient and her primary care physician might

have access based on their identities, and emergency personnel might get

access via role-based authorization. Furthermore, outsiders should not

even know that a patient has an IMD. One challenge of embedded devices

is that they often have low computing and battery power, which makes it

difficult to use public-key cryptography. For example, Li et al. [69] con-

sider energy efficiency from a computation and communication points of

view for user-aided group device pairing for the body area network (BAN).

Yang et al. [114] have proposed a RFID-based solution for authenticating

devices with the help of a centralized database.

When the Internet of Things and Cloud computing are combined as the

IoT Cloud or as IoT as a Service, new security issues arise. For example,

Barreto et al. [14] have presented an authentication system for IoT Clouds

based on a Trusted Platform Module. Bamasag and Youcef-Toumi [12]

have developed a protocol that provides mutual and continuous authenti-

cation for IoT devices but they have not yet described an implementation.

Markmann et al. [75] have developed identity-based cryptography (IBC)

based end-to-end authentication, where the public key of a device is an

arbitrary bit string and a gateway acts as a trusted authority. The gate-

way links the public key to the IPv6 address of the device locally in its

subnet, and the gateways form a federation where the authentication of

end nodes is provided by their own gateways. Sciancalepore et al. [102]

have proposed a solution based on elliptic curve cryptography (ECC) for

key management in IoT systems. ECC is less computationally intensive

than public-key cryptosystems based on integer factorization or discrete
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logarithms over integer rings, and thus appears better suited for IoT net-

works.

3.4 Session Migration between Devices

Today, users can install software on their mobile phones, have portable

tablet computers connected to Internet, and use cloud services almost

anywhere since wireless networks are widespread. Today’s portable de-

vices have the capability to run almost all the same software as comput-

ers, and touch screens have changed the user experience. Even though

people may find their mobile phone more personal than their computer,

users still have to be authenticated to the services because the devices

may easily end up in the wrong hands. Moreover, many tasks still re-

quire a reasonable-sized display, and physical keyboards and other input

devices are more ergonomic to use for long periods. This means that a

mobile device often remains a secondary way to connect to services and

is only used when mobility is necessary. For example, when leaving the

breakfast table, a user could move her sessions from a tablet computer to

a mobile phone for the commute to work, and later again migrate them

to a desktop computer in the office. Although nowadays whole services

are implemented in the cloud environment, user authentication often re-

quires a part of the session to exist in the user device, and changing the

device would require the user to authenticate again. Services often seem

to consider authentication only a minor task for the user, while in fact

it is an unwanted hurdle for the user who only wants to use the service.

There have been only a few research papers on session migration without

reauthentication, but session migration in general and moving services

between services in the cloud environment have attracted the interest of

a number of researchers. Much of the published research concerns net-

work layer sessions, but we are interested in application layer sessions.

Publication II describes a mechanism for moving the authenticated

user session from one device or web browser to another without reauthen-

tication. In stateless web applications, it is often sufficient to migrate the

session cookies. We implemented the session migration on a button click

directly between two user devices that have been paired earlier. While

modern browsers synchronize various settings between devices, they do it
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through a cloud service and, so far, we have not seen any of them migrat-

ing authentication sessions.

Basically, there are three ways to migrate session information between

devices: directly between clients, using a proxy, or storing information on

the server [22]. The benefits of client-based systems include access to all

the relevant information on the client, but the clients can be heteroge-

neous and require different ways accessing the information. Our solution

moves authentication sessions directly between client devices when a user

initiates the migration, but we did not consider where the other session-

related information is stored. In order for a session to continue seamlessly,

this information must be held by the server. When implementing the so-

lution, we noticed that different web browsers handle cookies in different

ways, which means that every browser would require its own implementa-

tion. A few others have also implemented solutions for client-side session

migration without reauthentication. For example, Zhang et al. [117] sug-

gest a system where an application consisting of web apps can be migrated

between the device and the cloud by moving its saved state and relaunch-

ing it. The device has a manager that takes care of the coordination of

web app components, and the cloud has another manager that is respon-

sible for the cloud resources. Authentication is based either on a pair of

application session keys or the system can use OAuth-like authentication,

but the details of the system are not described. On the other hand, Pippal

et al. [92] propose smart-card based authentication for session migration

between user’s registered devices and give only cryptographic details of

how devices delegate a user’s authentication when the session is moved.

Another way of migrating a session is to use a proxy that stores all the

session information for the client and server. The benefit of such an ap-

proach is that it requires little modification to clients or servers [22]. If

the communication between the client and the server is protected, this

approach does not work.

The third solution is to store session information at the server [22]. This

corresponds to the typical current situation where client-side programs

are often so-called thin clients, all the service logic executes in the cloud

and information is also stored there. If there are only a single client and

a single server, this should be easy to admister, but if the session is actu-

ally composed of several components running on different servers, session

migration may be difficult. Although Publication II did not directly con-
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sider cloud computing, the cloud has made migration more easy to achieve

since only the authentication session would exist on the client device and

moving this would be enough. However, even this migration depends on

how the single sign-on mechanism stores its credentials, the specific web

browser the client is using, and how the device is used in two-factor au-

thentication.

Moreover, some mobile devices nowadays have docking stations that en-

able the device to provide all the normal desktop PC functionality when

connecting to a keyboard and full-sized screen, thus offering a simple al-

ternative to session migration.

3.5 Logout

When a user is logging out from a service, the service can release re-

sources that were reserved and close the network connections. This re-

quires that the service session to be ended in a controlled manner. If

the user just closes the web browser window, the server does not know

that the session has be closed. The situation appears similar to when a

temporary network failure prevents connections from the client. A sin-

gle sign-on environment makes this even harder, since the user can have

active sessions with several services and identity providers. It is often as-

sumed that, if a user presses the logout button in a service that uses SSO,

she would like to log out from all the services under the same identity

provider. This assumption is consistent with the findings of a usability

study by Linden and Vilpola in 2005 [71]. Kormann and Rubin [61] in-

vestigated Hotmail when it was using MS Passport for logging in. They

noticed that it offered signout for Passport and logout from Hotmail, and

they feared that this may confuse users. Moreover, they noted that the

logout did not really work with the Netscape web browser. Nowadays, a

user may be surprised when she gets into her Gmail without entering cre-

dentials after using a third-party service with her Google account, even if

she has later logged out from the former service [96]. Moreover she may

be equally suprised when a service has logged her out from the Google

account.

Publication IV and Publication V investigate logout in SSO systems.

The former describes different types of logout that can occur in SSO sys-

tems, and how sessions are handled when terminating the service. We
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point out various problems in the current implementations of session ter-

mination. These issues still remain in typical Shibboleth integrations.

The latter publication provides a solution wherein the user can choose

between logout from a single service or from all services that use the

same identity provider. The solution was implemented for Shibboleth 2

by polling the identity provider from the services.

The solution was tested with 18 users who performed tasks in a usabil-

ity test followed by a structured interview. All the participants had ex-

perience of using SSO systems and all of them worked in either research

or support services at the university. The results of the test regarding

understandability of the meaning of single logout and local logout could

be different if the test participants had no previous experience of SSO

systems. Finding out the general level of acceptance of a single logout

solution would have required a wider survey. However, from our tests, we

found that people understand the concepts of logout in an SSO system dif-

ferently and that they need more support from the system in order to act

securely. The test participants also liked the possibility of choosing where

to log out, since they could then continue using other services without

reauthentication.

Persistent authentication, in which the user is often authenticated based

on her proximity to a user workstation, has recently brought logout into

the focus of research. This type of authentication is well-suited to situa-

tions in which users move and handle sensitive information and where

authentication has to be completed quickly, for example access to pa-

tient records at a hospital emergency room. For example, Premarathne

et al. [93] discussed global logout management and persistent authenti-

cation in SSO systems. Their solution forms groups from the authentica-

tion sessions in which is the user is engaged during period of time. If the

user logs out from one of the services, the system also ends other service

sessions where the same identity was used. Dodson et al. [30] proposed

briefly that a mobile phone can be used as a proximity sensor: the service

can ask for reauthentication if the mobile phone is moved too far away

from the place where it was when the initial authentication occurred. In

their solution, the mobile phone is used as an authentication token, and

the user can also close all open sessions with the mobile phone. However,

they do not give any further details.
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4. Discussion

In this chapter we return to the research questions defined in the Intro-

dution, and assess how well they have been answered in this thesis. We

also describe possible future work.

4.1 Contributions

Research Question 1: How can a real world identity be linked to online

world identity in a distributed and even international environment in a

strong way?

As discussed in Section 2.3.1, sources for digital identity can be a state,

private organizations, or even one’s friends, depending on the context

where the identity is used. For strong verification of identity, two-factor

authentication is required, which means using at least two authentication

methods. A real world identity often works as a basis for a digital identity.

Even though passports often include a smart chip that contains a picture

of the passport holder, they cannot easily be used in online services since

they require trusted readers. Publication VI presents a survey of over 20

countries that offer electronic identification for their citizens. These elec-

tronic identification systems can be used at least for government online

services, but many countries also provide authentication for third party

online services. Moreover, a few countries have outsourced citizen authen-

tication to trustworthy parties such as banks, mobile phone operators and

post offices. However, these solutions usually only work at the scale of a

country, and not internationally.

There are two ways to use real world identity as a basis for an interna-

tional digital identity: either national systems enroll non-citizens into the

system, or the national identity verification services are federated so that

services in other countries can ask for user authentication. Currently,
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there are no available federated solutions for citizen identities but the eI-

DAS regulation [109] of the European Union requires that EU countries

will in the future recognize electronic identities and signatures of other

member states. Some countries provide identity cards to non-citizens that

have a permanent residential address in that country. Only Estonia pro-

vides electronic identification cards for non-resident foreigners, called e-

Residency [31]. This smart card is similar to the electronic identity card

of Estonian citizens. It can be used to digitally sign documents and con-

tracts, for example to establish a company in Estonia, even without a

physical office in Estonia. In order to get the card, an application is filled

online, and the card can be collected from Estonian consulates or Estonian

Police service points where the applicant’s identity is verified using iden-

tity documents such as a passport. Physically verifying the client’s iden-

tity from an official identity documentation at a service point by someone

who then activates an online account for the client is still the most widely

used way to link a real world identity to an online identity.

We did not investigate bootstrapping of identities based on private ar-

rangements, on introductions by friends or on building reputation-based

digital identities in online services. Publication I touched on the subject

because ad-hoc networks may not have connections to identity providers

or trusted third parties that issue credentials. In such environments,

friends may offer services to each other, and it is natural that an iden-

tifier is linked to a digital identity based on direct contact between the

users, or by relying on a common friend to verify it. We will return to

ad-hoc networks below under the next question.

However, even if citizens have electronic identity cards, they seldom use

them in online services. The problem seems not to be technical but rather

a result of the fear of losing privacy as well as attitudes towards the iden-

tity provider. In the end, it seems that many services do not actually need

the link between online identity and real world identity. The services can,

for example, outsource their billing to other services such as PayPal or

credit card companies that either have implemented strong authentica-

tion methods that link the customer identity to her real world identity

or base their trust on gradually established reputation and financial risk

management.

Research Question 2: Mobile devices provide a handy way to access on-

line services, but what new requirements and opportunities do the mobile

devices bring to digital identity management?
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The new requirements arise from the mobility of the devices and the

possibility to offer services to other devices. Use of mobile devices is per-

vasive today. Almost everything that could be done with computers a few

years ago can now be done with mobile devices, and Internet connectivity

with WiFi or mobile phone networks is available everywhere. The mo-

bile devices can also form networks with other devices in close proximity,

without a connection to the Internet, and they could offer services to each

other in an ad-hoc manner. Mobility as such is not the focus of this the-

sis, but opportunities that the mobile devices bring to authentication are

taken into account. For example, many mobile devices now have a trusted

execution environment that can be used for secure credential storage and

also for performing cryptographic algorithms. Furthermore, a user can

move with her mobile device, but since it has a smaller display and cum-

bersome input methods such as a touch screen, she may want to change

devices when a better user interface is available. This possibility is con-

sidered under Research Question 3.

As mentioned above ad-hoc networks have particular properties since

they are formed of devices that happen to be in the same location. In mul-

tihop ad-hoc networks, devices are assumed to be altruistic, meaning that

they deliver packets to devices that they themselves do not have anything

to transmit to. Packet delivery can be seen as one service in the ad-hoc

network, and a device can even offer to be a gateway to the Internet for

other devices. In such an environment, it is not sufficient to just define

who can use a service but also a policy for who can offer services to whom.

Nowadays, the only way for a user to influence this is to decide whether or

not to use a service. Publication I describes a two-way access control list

in which such policy definitions can be defined. Our system supports all

kinds of credentials: a trusted third party can issue certificates, or they

can be self-signed. The credentials are linked together through a so-called

base certificate that represents the digital identity of the device holder.

Other credentials describe the two kind of access rights: for services that

the user has the right to access, and rights of her device to offer services

to other users. The task of the user is to define which other users are

permitted to offer services, such as providing connection to Internet, but

this may be hard for most users. Even though ad-hoc networks have not

become as popular as expected at the time this research was carried out,

the same kind of issues have arisen, for example, in vehicular networks

as described in Section 3.3.
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Many SSO systems still use password-based authentication. The eas-

iest way to increase the security of password authentication is to add a

physical token that only an authorized user has access to. Mobile phones

are considered to be quite personal, and physical access to their data can

be protected by a PIN code. Thus, they can act as hardware tokens that

provide two-factor authentication. Publication III provides strong authen-

tication for single sign-on systems without linking to a real world identity,

but such a link could be created by verifying the user identities before is-

suing the credentials. In our prototype implementation, the identity ser-

vice credentials are stored securely using the TEE of the mobile device,

without requiring the involvement of the mobile phone operator or use of

SIM cards. When a user connects to a web service with her computer, the

redirected connection to the identity provider stops and waits for an au-

thentication message from her mobile device. Our system does not require

much technical knowledge from the user since she acts as a link between

the authentication session on the phone and the service session on the

computer. The phone and computer do not communicate directly. A user

can access a service either with a separate computer or using the same

phone. Similar systems are now under development for national use, but

at the time of the publication our system was state of the art.

Research Question 3: Existing SSO solutions are focused on the initial

authentication at the beginning of a identity and service sessions, but what

security issues arise later in the session lifetime?

Compared to the real world where people recognize familiar faces auto-

matically, authentication in the digital world requires a separate process.

Most of the effort in developing digital identity management has been

devoted to the beginning of the relationship, either in verification of an

identity before issuing credentials for the digital identity, or authenticat-

ing the identity at the beginning of a session. This thesis also addresses

security issues later in the session lifetime, such as whether the user is

still the same as at the beginning of the session when she tries to initi-

ate some critical action, whether she can log out from services, and what

logout actually means in the single sign-on environment.

Nowadays, cloud computing offers the possibility of implementing ser-

vices in such a way that only the authentication session has to be stored on

the client device and the applications run statelessly in the web browser.

Thanks to mobile devices and ubiguitous network connectivity, the user

can be independent of any physical location while using an online ser-
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vice. However, mobile device screens are small and their keyboards are

not very ergonomic, and people may still want to use a tablet, laptop or

desktop computer when one is available. Publication II shows how an au-

thentication session of an SSO service can be migrated from one device to

another simply by moving its HTTP cookies. Our system does not require

reauthentication when the user switches devices – the digital identity be-

longs to a person, not to the device she is using.

After our publication, the need for session migration has been partly

reduced by the dominance of the big application providers, such as Google

and Facebook, and the fact that users remain always logged in to them on

all their devices. User expectations may also be moving to this direction.

Some users in our study preferred to stay continuously logged in to all

services on several devices and, in the future, users may not perceive the

need for session migration.

In addition to session migration, logout is another critical point in the

session lifetime, especially when using shared computers or ubiquitous

devices that are not personal. In order to prevent misuse of open sessions

in services, the sessions should be closed in a controlled way so that both

parties agree that the session is closed. This issue, however, is often ne-

glected in SSO systems. Logout procedures are often defined only vaguely

in standards, since the goals of logout are not well defined, and the order

in which sessions are terminated can affect the end result. Actually there

may be several active sessions in an SSO system: the user may have a

session with the identity provider that authenticated her at the begin-

ning of a service session, and she may have used this authentication to

create sessions with other services. When the user wants to log out, what

sessions does she actually want to terminate?

Publication IV describes the problem of logout in SSO systems, and Pub-

lication V provides a solution in which a user can choose between local

logout from a single service or global logout from all services that use

the same identity provider. Even though the identity provider does not

keep track of which services it has authenticated the user to, the services

can poll the identity provider to learn if it still has an active session for

the user. In this way, the other services can end their sessions after a

short while if the user has requested global logout that also terminates

the session with the identity provider. Our usability study in Publica-

tion V shows that users can understand the differences between these

two concepts even though they did not understand the words we used for
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them. Moreover, the study confirmed our hypothesis that users often close

a browser tab without logging out, but that they do not want to close the

whole browser at the end of using a service, which is the solution recom-

mended by many web sites. The service session should be ended even in

these cases. Furthermore, the beginning and the end of service sessions in

a federated single sign-on system should look the same, in order to be un-

derstandable and trust-promoting for common users. Implementations of

federation should incorporate carefully designed processes to test services

so that they implement logout in a correct way.

4.2 Possible Future Work

Much work remains in putting the research results into practice. Even

though we have worked with the university IT services to bring clarity to

the logout processes, the implementation of logout varies from service to

service. Moreover, the HAKA SSO federation of Finnish higher education

institutes has not yet revised its guidelines. It seems that some service

providers have just given up and do not implement any way to logout

except by closing the web browser.

In addition to session migration and termination, some actions during

the SSO service session may require extra assurance. For example in uni-

versities, paper applications and their handling processes are changing to

online services. An existing SSO session may not be sufficient to guar-

antee that a user has not changed between the login and an action that

requires user approval. Single sign-on is not equivalent to digital signa-

tures. It requires further study to decide whether reauthentication of the

user could replace digital signatures in such situations.

Although lawmakers of European Union have defined that national elec-

tronic identification should be accepted in other member states in the

eIDAS regulation [109], the technical implementation and deployment

of federated single sign-on systems in the international environment re-

quires further study. For example, Sánchez García et al. [40] described

criteria for a Pan-European identity management system and pointed out

challenges such as how can service providers trust identity providers in

other countries. They stated that national IdPs should have one reliable

source for information and that there should be multiple levels of secu-

rity, etc. However, many European countries have adopted an approach

where companies act as identity providers, which is not compatible with
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the first requirement. Furthermore, based on the survey in Publication

VI, only a few countries provide multiple levels security using different

authentication methods, even though, for example, the eIDAS regulation

defines three security levels (namely low, substantial and high). Moreover,

further study of the attitudes towards citizen authentication is required

since citizen authentication is quite rarely used even in most countries

where a technical solution is available.

Even though higher education organizations have managed to agree on

federated identity management for secure network access in the Eduroam

wireless access service [33], private companies seldom trust someone else’s

identity providers. In order to find out why federated identity manage-

ment is not used in private sector companies, Jensen and Jaatun [55]

studied a competitive international industry in which subcontractors pro-

vide many services and need access to services for others. They envisage

one solution being trusted third parties whose primary business is to pro-

vide identity verification and keep user information up to date. However,

further study on the requirements of private sector actors for federated

identity management is needed.

Transparent or persistent authentication is an interesting area that is

the focus of current research. Any successful solution of this type must

address both migrating sessions between devices that are in close prox-

imity to a user and logging her out when she leaves. Hopefully, the latter

research will also address services that use single sign-on.
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5. Conclusion

In this thesis, we have examined many aspects of single sign-on systems,

which aim to simplify user authentication for online services. We looked

both at national and organizational SSO solutions and found that, while

SSO systems meet their main goal of reducing the number of passwords

that a user needs to memorize, many other aspects can still be improved.

Our main research questions have been: (1) how digital user identities

are linked to real world identities, (2) what opportunities and challenges

mobile devices bring to the SSO systems, and (3) how SSO sessions are

managed after the initial authentication.

We surveyed citizen authentication around the world, including meth-

ods based on smart cards and other credentials. Most of these offer strong

two-factor authentication and APIs for integration to private and com-

mercial systems. However, organizations may want to implement strong

authentication by themselves without relying on specific national identity

systems. We designed and implemented a system that provides two-factor

user authentication using a mobile phone as a secure store for service-

issued credentials and which could optionally be linked to the real-world

identity of the user.

The use of mobile devices gives rise to questions about session mobil-

ity. In modern web applications that are distributed between the browser

and the cloud, the login session is often implemented with cookies in the

client device. We designed a session migration process that allows the

SSO session to be moved from one device to another. This enabled users

to switch between devices, for example, from a desktop computer to a mo-

bile device and back, and still continue working without reauthentication.

Session migration seems like a viable alternative to staying always logged

in to all devices, especially for shared computing appliances. We also con-

sidered credential storage and server authorization for ad-hoc computing
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environments where mobile devices have no connection to trusted online

servers.

Moreover, most SSO systems focus on the user authentication at the be-

ginning of sessions. We observe that the logout process and other ways

of terminating sessions are confusing and may lead to security failures.

We investigated logout in the existing SSO systems and documented the

problems in Shibboleth. As a solution, we suggested separating the con-

cepts of local and global logout.

As the computing environment changes, for example, as applications

move to mobile and cloud platforms, there is a need to continuously up-

date authentication technologies. This thesis is a step in this process. We

have proposed several incremental improvements to SSO systems and

addressed various pain-points from the user’s and developer’s points of

view.
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